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Easy access 

This top-loading washing machine 
allows you to easily put the clothes 
inside without having to bend over, 
while a wide lid makes it easier to 
fit large pieces of clothing. LED 
display is conveniently placed on 
the top of the device, making it 
simpler to keep a close eye on the 
washing process, preset the start 
time, etc. 

Self-leveling feet 

Self-leveling feet not only make the 
installation process easier, but also 
help your washing machine remain 
balanced and level. This helps with 
preventing and reducing excessive 
vibration (which can cause damage 
to your machine), and also lowers 
the noise level to minimum while 
the machine is working. 

Child lock

If you’re looking for a way to 
prevent your kids from playing with 
the controls, or even unintentional 
use, the child lock feature is a great 
solution. It is designed to lower 
the chances of them accidentally 
turning the machine on or selecting 
an option, by keeping certain 
buttons and features locked until 
you turn the child lock off.

Delay start up to 24 
hours
Want to schedule a washing cycle 
to start at a certain time? Just 
choose a time that fi ts your needs 
- up to 24 hours in advance. Simply 
load your clothes into the machine, 
put the detergent in, and then set 
the timer: once the moment comes, 
the washer will automatically start 
the selected cycle. 

Sleek & sophisticated 

Looking for a quality washing machine that allows you to 
comfortably load your laundry, provides easy access, and 
offers a simple installation process? This Tesla top-loading 
washer can be a great choice for your home, as it combines 
a sophisticated design with lots of great features – for clean 
and fresh laundry, every day!  

Various cycles  

This Tesla model has various cycle options: select the one that 
best fi ts your needs, according to the quantity of the clothes 
you’re washing, the cycle length, or different fabrics. There 
are specially designed cycles for large loads, woolen clothes, 
fabrics that require extra care, etc.

Top-loading washing machine 
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POWER & CODE

Voltage (V) 220V-240V~

Frequency (Hz) 50

Power (W) 540

Plug G (UK)

Real capacity (Kg) 12

Max water level (L) 78

Normal washing time (min) 55

Inner tub dimensions(mm) Ф475 x 376

Control water level Electronic

All water inlet Back

Cold water inlet Yes

Hot water inlet Yes

Drain pump Yes

SPECIFICATION

Max Spin Speed RPM 650

Washing noise(dB) 62

Spin noise(dB) 72

Net dimensions(mm) 580x625x960

Packaged dimensions(mm) 666*665*1008

Net weight (Kg) 32.6

Gross weight (Kg) 37.2

Top-loading washing machine 
WL126560C

SPECIFICATION

Material

Control panel ABS
Top lid Floding glass
Pulsator PP
Inner tub SUS430
Cabinet Steel ( pcm )
Basement PP

Appearance

Digital display LED

Delay start 1-24h

Water level selection 8

Cycle status lights Yes

Program selection

Number of program 8

Tub cleaning Yes

One key to start Yes

Memory of power 
interrupt Yes

Structure

Motor type Normal (inverter optional)

Adjustable leg Yes

Washing box Yes

Safety

Child lock Yes

Error alarm Yes

Auto unbalancing 
detection Yes

Auto-power off Yes

Closed rat-proof base Yes


